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of the Immigration Department compels
Faculty responds to recent Domestic policy
domestic helpers to live under the same roof as
Helper abuse case
their employers. The reason that this policy is

research project on Hong Kong and the rule of
law. HK has always enjoyed a reputation of
being a place where the rule of law has
discriminatory is that it applies only to domestic flourished. What I am trying to do in this
helpers and not to any other class of workers.
project is come to a greater theoretical
The recent case of the 23-year-old Indonesian domestic
The reason that it smacks of modern day
understanding about the rule of law in terms of
helper, Erwiana Sulistyaningsih, who according to the
slavery is that free individuals are not generally
the background literature, as well as gaining
weight of existing evidence was severely tortured at the
deprived of their inherent freedom to live where some greater empirical insight regarding the
hands of her Hong Kong employer, has captured the
attention of the public, especially that of faculty of Arts they choose. The reason it contributes to abuses manner in which the Hong Kong courts are
Prof. James Rice. A long term advocate for human rights, such as those of Erwiana is that it keeps
tracking the rule of law.
Rice has committed years to grassroots organizing and
vulnerable individuals from the kinds of support Question: Does the university offer you support with
empowering domestic workers in Hong Kong by educating networks that they otherwise would enjoy. But
this type of community based research?
most basically, isn’t living where one wants, one
them about their rights and police powers. Despite
Rice: Absolutely. The University and the
of the things that distinguish free people from
maintaining a full-time schedule as a professor, a hostel
Philosophy Department have long encouraged
either prisoners or slaves?
warden, and a researcher, Rice has managed to be an
me in this direction of research. That is also one
outspoken activist, featuring in local newspapers and
Question: How do you use your privileges of being an of the reasons why I got involved with OSL in
television news highlights. In a recent interview with
academic for the public good?
the first place. In this way I can incorporate this
OSL, Rice shares why and how he merges community
Rice: I really appreciate the academic freedom aspect of research into the curriculum of several
work with his academic career. He also shares interesting that I enjoy in Lingnan and in Hong Kong.
of my courses. By their participation in Servicesentiments about the Hong Kong government’s failure to
This has always been one of the great things
Learning projects, my students are able to enter
address widespread concerns about modern day slavery.
about Hong Kong. We are free under a rule of
in to the world of Migrant Workers through
law.
social enterprises and bring back discussions
Question: Do you believe Higher Education has an
that ultimately contribute to my research.
obligation in advancing the community?
Rice: There are many people at Lingnan who
The challenge of Internalization
are very sympathetic to addressing social issues.
Located where many exchange students call
The fact that I am doing this interview
“the middle of nowhere,” Lingnan has a
demonstrates the general perspective of
Lingnan. There are also colleagues of mine who reputation of being one of the last universities
I have collaborated with regarding social issues, selected for full-time and abroad study.
However, once immersed in Lingnan, it is hard
including Professor Lisa Leung, who is also a
to deny its uniqueness. The landscape of
Question: Why do you feel so strongly about this
fellow committee member of the newly
Lingnan provides a mystifying array of Feng
specific cause?
established Equal Opportunities Committee at
Shui, housing friendly creatures and open to the
Lingnan.
Rice: The reality is that migrant workers have
local suburban community, contrasting greatly
been discriminated against by the
Question: How has the expectation to produce
from the industrial hustle and bustle that
implementation of the so-called “live in Rule”
research publications affect your activist work and how
students experience in other Hong Kong
as well as several other areas that affect their
have you merged your community interest with research?
universities. (continued on page 2)
lives. With regard to the “live in Rule” this
Rice: Currently I am doing a comprehensive
OFFICE OF SERVICE-LEARNING, LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
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Although isolated from the island, the
seclusion cultivates a strong student life and
preserves rich Chinese traditions. For
various reasons, Cantonese is often spoken
in and out of the classroom, meanwhile
there are still intentional efforts to recognize
the diversity and value of non-locals, which
is evident through events like the annual
International Day, where students and
faculty are invited to display their heritage
and customs. Nonetheless, Lingnan’s
authenticity may be threatened by recent
emphasis on internalization in Higher
Education. It can be predicted that the more
a university opens up to global partners, the
more pressure it faces to accommodate and
conform to mainstream western practices.
At a recent UNESCO forum, a president of a
Mexican university declared that he will
require all courses in his institution to be
taught in English and no longer in Spanish
in an effort to attract international exchange
partners. Such a declaration is quite
troubling and defeats the purpose of an
abroad experience. After all, international
programs are created for students to learn
how to adapt to abnormal circumstances
and people. On the other hand, global
assimilation should not be completely
ignored. Especially as hosting universities
want to ensure smooth transitions for
foreigner exchange students. Thus the
question remains, how can universities
demonstrate that localization is equally
valued as globalization, meanwhile
assimilating to global standards?
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experience, catering to students’ independent
strengthens and addressing individual challenges
faced during various steps of research. OSL
believes that all undergraduate students in all
higher education institutions should experience
learning through, and about, research and inquiry.
In undergraduate research, students learn and are
assessed in ways that come as close as possible to
the experience of academic staff carrying out their
disciplinary research. Beginning with a research
topic of importance to the community, the
participants, commonly referred to as young
scholars, learn how research has the aim of
combining knowledge with action and achieving
social change. This program is not university
funded, yet it is sustained through the voluntary
efforts of Lingnan graduate students and
committed faculty, who provide three hour
training sections every Monday.This program is
significant as it awards student scholarships,
USA Delegation Trip: Part 2
provides publication opportunities, addresses the
It is official! Service-Learning has been approved
low proportion of Lingnan undergraduates
by the Senate to become a graduation requirement pursuing their education to the doctorate level and
in 2016/17. As a result, the president group has
encourages undergraduates to become producers,
graciously provided funding to support a second
not just consumers of knowledge.
Delegation of enthusiastic and curious staff to
participate in the upcoming study trip to the US
Recognition of Program Volunteers:
titled “Service-Learning and Best Practices of
Dr. Red Chan, Dept. of Translations
Liberal Arts Colleges in Teaching and Learning”
scheduled for June 1-10, 2014. This fully
Dr. Sophia Law, Dept. of Visual Studies
sponsored trip will send 22 faculty and students
Dr. Isaac Tse, Retired Principle
to Michigan, where they will attend a wide array
of informative sessions on implementation
Mr. Terence Cheung, Staff, Lingnan Library
strategies for the graduation requirement, faculty
Mr. Nis Gron, PhD Candidate, Dept. of Visual
training on modules used to incorporate ServiceStudies
Learning into courses, measuring tools for
Mr. John Aberg, PhD Candidate, Dept. of Poli. Sci.
learning and quality assurance in liberal arts
education,
also
dialogues
to
strengthen
and
Mr. David Neequaye, MPhil Candidate, Dept. of
THE BURDEN OF RANKING
Sociology and Social Policy
establish international collaborations. Although
Ranking is good for measuring institutions’ there is open recruitment, the most ideal delegate
OSL PUBLICATION
has a desire to incorporate Service-Learning into
research output and for the public to
an existing course or launch a new course after
understand the positioning of different
In addition to initiating this research program,
universities in a global context. But could the the trip. To learn more about how to apply for the OSL continues to establish itself as an academic
trip, contact your Faculty Dean before March 5.
ranking system be doing more public harm
unit. The office’s most recent publication titled, A
than good? Ranking was a hot topic at the
Hong Kong University First: Establishing servicerecent Global Education Dialogue
THE LACK OF
learning as an academic credit-bearing subject,
Conference, hosted by the British Council.
discusses the lessons learned in the
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Panelist, Prof. Morley from the University of
institutionalization of service-learning, as well as
Sussex asserts, “Ranking has to be
Lingnan aspires to be a fine research university, as the way forward for service-learning in higher
contextualized and not seen as the definite
education in Hong Kong. CLICK TO READ FULL
it wants its excellent faculty to fulfill their
truth.” Meanwhile, Chong Chan Yau, a
intellectual potential and to provide teaching that ARTICLE
member and leader of the visually impaired
is informed and inspired by their research. But
community challenged universities to simply
FACULTY OPPORTUNITIES
how much effort does the University put towards
stop participating in ranking all together
breeding sophisticated undergraduate
because “such a solidarity action among the
researchers? Approximately 90% of students have ★Hire a Teaching Assistant to support your
HK universities would surely deter the
had little to no research training prior to their final Service-Learning course.
ranking system and force revolution.” It is
year, ironically each Lingnan student is
★Faculty Mini-Grant (HK$30,000): Faculty can
true that the distinctiveness of each
encouraged to submit a final year research project.
use the grant to integrate Service-Learning with
university cannot be categorized in a one
Consequently, most students opt out by enrolling
the scholarship of teaching and/or community
size fits all ranking system. Especially
in a research seminar instead of actually
based research. Rolling deadline
considering the unique attribute of Lingnan,
producing their own research. One could only
being the only liberal arts university in Hong
assume that inadequate preparation results in
For more information visit www.ln.edu.hk/osl/.
Kong. Lingnan is clearly placed at a
students’ unwillingness to partake in independent
disadvantage, measured against giants like
CONFERENCES
research. Ironically, this small and collegial
PolyU and HKU who advantageously
campus community is ideally suited for the
★International Association for Research on
output a
pursuit of research excellence opportunities for
Service-Learning and Community Engagement
considerable
students, as the university is trusted to access
(IARSLCE) in New Orleans, Louisiana- 29 Sept.
amount of
different groups in the community.
CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFO
technological
research. A
In response, OSL launched the Young Scholars
★British Council: Inter-University Forum - Social
considerable
Community-Based Research Program in January
Entrepreneurship in Higher Education- 25th March
majority of the
2014, which is designed as an entry-level research LEARN MORE INFO & REGISTER HERE
OFFICE OF SERVICE-LEARNING, LINGNAN UNIVERSITY

conference participants, which included leaders
of all sectors, agreed that an additional ranking
system should be adopted to compare only
institutions with similar attributes. In addition,
it was highly encouraged that universities
refrain from publicly disclosing the high salaries
of their alumni in order to avoid parents and
future students from prejuding mid/lower
ranking universities.
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